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Natural History Observations

While proof reading this latest issue of Country-Side I was struck by how diverse are
the interests that keep us together as an Association. There are articles here that help
with species identification (see page 6 for hoverflies and page 15 for geometrid moths),
and others about the history of the countryside (‘The Charter of the Forest 1217’ at page
4) and indeed of the Association itself (‘World War 2 BENA and Country-Side’ at page
22). Natural history observations are included as is an article suggesting steps that could
be taken to conserve the shrill carder bee on our sea walls (‘Keeping our sea walls
buzzing’ at page 13), as well as one about early leaf-drop from Lombardy poplar trees
(at page 11). Japanese, natural history inspired, poetry also finds a place (‘From Tokyo
with Tanka’ at page 19). All of this brings us together as an Association and it is our
diverse interests and friendships made that have kept the Association going since 1905.
One person who has helped us along the way was the late Alida Butcher who was our
Hon. Secretary from 1971-1978. We are very grateful to Alida and extend our condolences to her family on her recent passing.
Obituary

Alida Butcher
18.06.1917– 15.03.2018

Alida Butcher was born in Shalford,
near Braintree, Essex, living under the
shadow and influence of the
outstanding naturalist, John Ray. In
1939 she married Kenneth and the
Wirral, Cheshire became their first
home. In 1946 the family moved to
Bradford, Yorkshire and it was there
that Alida’s and Kenneth’s natural
history interest began to flourish. They
took an active part in the Bradford

Natural History Society, Kenneth
becoming their president and Alida
their Hon. Secretary. They joined the
British Naturalists’ Association in
1965. Alida was a competent botanist
and a skilled wild flower photographer,
and her photos were used to illustrate
several books and magazines; she was
awarded “Best Botanical” at the
Worcestershire International
photographic competition in 1968.
Alida and Kenneth moved to
Hampshire in 1970, at first living in
Four Marks near Alton, and in 1971
Alida became Hon. Secretary of BNA,
a post she held until 1978.
In 1982 Alida left Four Marks,
moving to Alresford, and she continued
to find new plants on the weekly walks
she organised there – she would often
send plant specimens to Kew to be
identified. Her botanical interests took
her to 16 European countries. She was
well into her 90s when she moved to a
care home in Sussex to be near her son
Patrick, and it was there that

celebrations were held for her 99th
birthday (see report of this in British
Naturalist, September 2016) and for
her 100th birthday in 2017. On this
last occasion Dr. June Chatfield
attended on behalf of BNA and
presented Alida with a bunch of 100
red roses sent by Roger Tabor,
Chairman of BNA for the
Association. They were obviously
miniature roses to give the numbers
and Alida’s botanical eye was still
operating well as her comment was
“they are rather small for roses!” The
traditional 100th birthday wishes card
from the Queen was on display.
Alida leaves two daughters and a
son. Her ashes are to be interred
together with those of her husband,
Kenneth, in St. Mary’s churchyard,
Selborne, Hampshire. For Alida it is
full circle, for having ended her days
she will be in the close landscape
forever now of another great
naturalist, Gilbert White.
May her soul rest in peace.

brought in on an ipad by a volunteer
came with a ready-made answer in a
cutting from The Times (23rd January
2017). Barbara Williams had spotted
and photographed a patch of needlelike ice crystals on dead wood in her

garden and surrounding woodland at
Waggoners Wells, Surrey. This
fortuitously coincided with a note on
“hair ice” in Paul Simmons’s Weather
Eye column in The Times. The
phenomenon was described a century

Hair ice and fungi
June Chatfield FBNA
Haslemere Educational Museum
continues to be a source of interesting
natural history queries but a photograph
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Hair ice flowers
Photos: Barbara Williams

Chinese water deer
eating sloes
Michael Demidecki FBNA
& Jum Demidecki
In November 2016 we were out
watching Chinese water deer in
Buckinghamshire. Two were near to

Chinese water deer lying in stubble
(where sloe stones were later found)
Photo: Michael Demidecki

one another, otherwise the others were
on their own. Some were resting in
stubble fields, their long ears and backs
visible above the stubble. We walked
over one such stubble field towards a
female resting in the groove made by a
tractor wheel. We got quite close before
she ran off and found the flattened area

Chinese water deer in stubble
getting up from where sloe stones were found
Photo: Michael Demidecki

ago by the German Alfred Wegener of
Continental Drift fame who, seeing
fungal hyphae in the wood, suggested
that fungi were involved in the making
of hair ice. In 2015 scientists from
Germany and Switzerland identified the
species of fungus as Exidiopsis effusa
that affects the water drawn out of fine
pores in the wood turning it into thin
threads of ice. Wood treated with
fungicide in which the fungi would have
been killed just had a smooth ice crust
and no needles. Look out for it on rotten
logs this winter.

she had been lying on. There were some
fruit stones here, which we believe were
those of sloes (blackthorn). The doe
presumably had been chewing the ‘cud’
while she had been lying down and had
spat out the stones.
We don’t know if this has been
recorded before.

Chinese water deer
resting area with sloe stones
Photo: Michael Demidecki

Coo the Black and White Cat
Catches a Piebald Woodmouse
June Chatfield FBNA

Photo: June Chatfield

www.bna-naturalists.org

Woodmice (Apodemis sylvestris) are
largely nocturnal as evidenced by their
large eyes, but this curiously marked
mouse caught by the Curator’s cat Coo
at Haslemere Museum was found
headless. However the long tail, dark
fur on the back and small size pointed
to a juvenile woodmouse. These are

familiar trophies of the said cat but a
special feature of this one was the pale
patches on the flanks. Whilst I have
seen a piebald mole dead on a path by
the River Wey in Farnham, Surrey, I
have not seen this type of marking on a
woodmouse before in mammal
trappings or on those invading my
house in winter.
Has anyone in BNA encountered
similar marking in this species?
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The Charter of the Forest 1217

Monday 6th November 2017 saw an
important anniversary, the 800th
anniversary of the Charter of the Forest.
It was my privilege that evening to give
a lecture about the Charter at Moulsham
Mill in Chelmsford for the Essex
Countryside & Wildlife Course
(affiliated to BNA) & the BNA Essex
Branch. The following is a summary.
The Charter of the Forests or Carta
de Foresta of Henry III was really made
& issued in 1217 by a man described as
the greatest knight, William the
Marshall, 1st Earl of Pembroke, Regent
& protector of the young king who was
just a few days past his 10th birthday
when the Charter was sealed at St
Paul’s Cathedral. It had the seals of the
Marshall & the Papal Legate Cardinal
Gualo Bicchieri as Henry III did not as
yet have his own seal. The Cardinal
bestowed the needed support of the
Pope to the document.
William the Marshall was a great
believer in freedoms & honour, & in
producing this document he brought
into being a much needed balance to the
existing Magna Carta (or Great
Charter), following civil war (1st
Barons War) & invasion by France. He
also brought into existence the statute
that has been longest in force in
England, lasting from 1217 right up to
1971, when the Charter of the Forest
was transformed by the Wild Creatures
& Forest Laws Act 1971.
Only two copies of the original
Carta de Foresta have survived the 800
years, held by Lincoln & Durham
Cathedrals.
To this day the combination of
Magna Carta & the Charter of the
Forest are considered as our basis for
Common Law.
What was the context that led to the
issuing of the Charter of the Forest?
151 years earlier when William the
Conqueror invaded England beating the
Saxon King Harold, he designated at
least 25 areas as Royal Forests which
came under his Forest Law. As BNA
Hon Fellow Dr Oliver Rackham

reminded us when considering Royal
Forests “the word Forest does not imply
woodland”. Its Latin root “forestis”
means the land outside, the wilder
untamed beyond. Dr Rackham had no
doubt that to the Norman kings in
England, a Forest, especially a Royal
Forest, was an unenclosed area where
deer were kept, & that could just as
easily be heath or moor as woodland.
There was a distinction between the
physical Forest as the area within a legal
Forest which deer inhabit & the legal
Forest where the king (& some nobles)
had the right to keep deer & for which
the king made Forest Laws. The legal
Forest could include villages & towns
bringing the residents under Forest Law.
The legal Forest was an area many
times larger than the key deer habitat, so
that if the deer strayed they would still
have the protection of Forest Law. The
Anglo-Saxon Chronicle of 1087
recorded that King William “loved the
stags (high-deer) as if he were their
father”, but the protection was severe,
that “whoever slew hart or hind should
be blinded”.
When William had been crowned, to
claim continuity, he swore an oath to
preserve “the laws of the good & ancient
kings” of the Saxon kings that he had
overthrown. His Forest Laws however
were entirely new to England, for he
introduced the concept of “Forest”. It
reinforced Anglo-Saxon resentment of
the invaders. William’s Forest Law
protected venison & “vert” (the deer’s
food & habitat), for the deer & other
‘noble animals’ of the chase which
included the wild boar, wolf & hare.
(Medieval records distinguish between
wild boar using Latin ‘aper’ for the boar
& ‘layer’ for sow, & Norman French for
domestic pigs ‘porci’).
William’s son, William Rufous made
the penalties for taking deer or breaking
Forest Law more draconian with further
mutilations & death. His brother Henry
I, the next king, seems to be the one who
introduced the non-native fallow deer to
England. By doing this he was able to
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establish more areas of Royal Forest by
stocking areas with deer that may not
previously have held them. It is believed
the fallow were imported from Sicilian
deer parks. Norman knights took Sicily
from its then Arab rulers in 1061, so the
deer could have been imported from
there at any point after 1066, but it is
believed they were obtained from King
Roger II of Sicily by Henry I after his
coronation in 1100. (Fallow deer had
been introduced earlier by the Romans,
but seemingly died out).
Epping Forest seems to have been
established by Henry I, indeed the whole
county of Essex seems to have been put
under Forest Law by him as the Forest
of Essex.
Further lands were taken into Forest
Law by Henry II, Richard the Lionheart,
and especially by King John. It was seen
as a way of controlling the barons as
living in an area of Forest Law restricted
its uses. The baron may own his land,
but the king had the right to hunt his
deer across it if the king had designated
it a Royal Forest. The king’s hunting
could not be impeded, which could
cause problems for landowners in
managing their estates, it could restrict
arable & use of fences.
It was not legal to keep a dog by
those living in a Royal Forest unless it
was “lawed” or “expeditated” where 3
claws of the forefeet were cut back to
near the ball of the foot to prevent them
running after the deer.
The king received an income from
fines imposed by his Forest officials on
those breaking Forest Law. Kings used
deer carcases to feed their peripatetic
court and as gifts. However even keen
hunting monarchs only caught a limited
number in their & the court’s hunting,
most were culled by professional
hunters. (Rackham posed the question
what killed most deer & concluded it
was poachers, often nobles, and also
suggested that most of the time the
potential draconian punishments were
not often applied, being there mainly as
a fearful deterrent).
www.bna-naturalists.org
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The largest extent of the Royal
Forests was in King John’s reign just
before Magna Carta in 1215, when
about a third of southern England had
been designated & controlled as Royal
Forest. 29 counties across England &
Wales were affected. He established
more hunting lodges where he could
stay within Forests, such as King John’s
Palace at Writtle in Essex.
King John was written about as a
cruel & heartless despot by his
contemporaries, not just later historians.
His abuses led to deep unrest among his
barons causing John to fear rebellion. In
consequence “The Articles of the
Barons” (Magna Carta was a later
name) was a document extracted under
duress from King John by the barons at
Runnymead, which brought the
monarch within the control of the law
(of a baronial council) & protected the
property rights of the barons. The
agreement was short lived & civil war
broke out within 3 months.
During the chaos, Prince Louis of
France invaded with a fleet of over 800
ships on 21st May 1216 to try to be
crowned king in John’s stead. Many
barons joined Louis ranks during the
battles across England over the next 16
months until the French were defeated
& left. But it was not John who won,
for he died on 19th October 1216, &
Louis forces did not depart until
September 1217. It was the army of
supporters of William the Marshall,
who fought to protect & defend John’s
son, the young King Henry III, who
routed the invaders. It was due to the
Marshall that the 9 year old Henry was
crowned & survived at all. The
Marshall was a remarkable man, for at
Henry’s coronation, the Marshall was
already 70 (very unusual for a battling
chivalrous knight to have survived that
long) & had served a number of
monarchs.
The Marshall gained the support of
the English barons for Henry III’s cause
by not only beating his opponents at a
battle at Lincoln, & his colleague Hugh
de Burgh’s Cinque Ports’ fleet
destroying the French support fleet at
the Battle in Sandwich Bay, but also by
re-issuing a modified Magna Carta in
1216. This was reinforced when shortly
after the French had left he produced
the Charter of the Forests in 1217 with
www.bna-naturalists.org

its wider freedoms & that gained
popular support. Whilst the Magna Carta
was made as a charter to support the
barons, the Charter of the Forest granted
some rights to the common people. It
brought back rights of access to Royal
Forest land to free men that had been
whittled away since the Norman
Invasion of 1066.
Magna Carter’s section 47 had
proposed that all Forests designated by
John should have been disafforested
(taken out of Forest Law, not cut down),
then the barons’ lands in those areas
would have escaped from the
restrictions of Forest Law. However
John had reneged on that & civil strife
had broken out. The issuing in 1217 of
the Charter of the Forest reformed
Forest Law and checked its
implementation, (& the Charter had had
transferred into it from Magna Carta
those sections affecting Forests). No
more Royal Forests were designated
following the sealing of the 1217
Charter.
Henry III’s Forest Charter issued by
the Marshall disafforested those Royal
Forests not only made by his father
John, but those of his uncle Richard I &
even those made by his grandfather
Henry II (unless on their personal
estates). The Charter set up ‘Regarders’
who would check changes were made.
The Charter stated that anyone from the
time of his grandfather Henry II who
had been outlawed for Forest offences
were to be released from outlawry.
Section 10 of the new charter stated
that henceforth no-one should lose life
or limb for taking venison, but instead
would just be fined if they could afford
to pay & if not to go to prison for a year
& a day.
Dogs would no longer be expeditated
except in places when that was
customary before his grandfather Henry
II came to the throne. Poor people who
made their living by carrying wood,
bark or charcoal on their backs in Royal
Forests would under section 14 no
longer have to pay chiminage (a toll for
transporting woodland products through
the Forest), & for those running bigger
businesses with carts there was a set fee
established to be paid half-yearly.
Rights were given to free men to
graze cattle & pigs in their own wood
within a Royal Forest. Every free man

could construct a mill, pond, marl-pit,
preserve or ditch on his own land in
Royal Forest outside of dense
woodland, as long as it didn’t harm his
neighbour.
Henry III’s son who followed after
him as king was Edward I, & his
constant wars led to him taxing the
barons who became outraged. Fearing a
civil war of the type his father had
faced, in 1297 Edward re-issued the
charters with their statements of rights
to calm the opposition. There had been
demands in particular for confirmation
of the Charter of Forests, so he
produced the Confirmatio Cartarum
(Confirmation of Charters) so that the
Magna Carta & the Charter of the
Forest were issued together as a
package.
Edward added instructions for the
use & dissemination:
“And we will that these same
Charters under our seal, be sent to our
justices, as well as those of the
Forest...to all the sheriff of Counties, &
to all our other ministers; & to all our
cities throughout the land....that they
shall make public the aforesaid
Charters, & declare to the people...” He
instructed that each cathedral should
have a copy of the Charters & that twice
a year they were to be read to the
people.
So the Charter of the Forest had
again been produced to offset civil war
by pacifying the barons, yet the issues
were about land use, management,
ownership, rights & access, revenue for
the crown, but the core of it all
stemmed from the
Norman/Angevin/Plantagenet kings
love of deer, to hunt & as venison.
In the Charter’s transformation by
the Wild Creatures & Forest Laws Act
1971 it took away the Crown’s
perogative rights to create Royal
Forests or take deer from them, but it
left untouched the rights of commons &
pannage of the 1217 Charter. Pigs
consequently are still released to eat
acorns in the New Forest each Autumn
& ponies graze all year. We can still
directly see its long inheritance & the
influence of the kings who shaped our
Forests in the surviving medieval
landscapes of the New Forest, Epping
Forest, Writtle Forest & Hatfield Forest.
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Stripey Garden Flies

When you are next out in the garden, by
your flower borders admiring the
flowers, have a look out for some tiny,
medium sized and large stripey insects.
These insects are not just endemic to
this country- in fact you can find them
anywhere across the globe. There are
283 species that have colonised Britain
since the last ice age, moving north as
the ice sheet retreated. (Two new ones Scaeva dignota and Eumerus sogdiamus
-were added to the British list in the last
few years). The species that visit our
gardens are often very colourful but
they will not sting you. They have big
eyes (see diagram 1) relative to body
size enabling them to fly away as you
approach them, especially if you create
a shadow over their ocelli (a triangle of
light sensitive cells at the top of the
head). If you don't disturb them the
males will often sit basking in the sun
patiently waiting for a female to come
by or for a rival who will need fendingoff. You might see one with an orange
and black abdomen scuttling from side
to side on a leaf like a crab, or another
with big bright red eyes. If you find
some aphids on your plants look
closely, you might find a grub nearby
farming an aphid's sugary excrement.
But most likely you will see an insect
that resembles a bee or wasp, but you
would be wrong to think that's what it
was.
What you are observing is a
pollinator and pest controller all in one,
not a bee or wasp but a member of a
group of flies that have become mimics

Common banded or humming hoverfly (Syrphus ribesii)
Photo: Mark Dudley

of Hymenoptera. They are in fact
hoverflies (order Diptera, family
Syrphidae) and the ones I will refer to
(see Table), are all common in the
garden, and once you find them and
start observing their behaviour, you
may be able to observe some of the
interesting and fascinating attributes
that each species has. Knowing what to
look for can make observing hoverflies
as fascinating as watching garden birds.
In fact, in one garden in Peterborough it
has been documented that 70 hoverflies

Antenna
Frons

Vertex

Occiput

Female Eye (Left)

Vertex
Male Eye (Right)

Diagram 1. Hoverfly eyes
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have been recorded, and that's
considerably more than the number of
different species of bumblebee you are
likely to find!
The best time to see hoverflies is
between 8 am and 4 pm GMT with a
peak around mid-morning to midafternoon, when nectar in flowers is
more readily available. Each species
having different peaks of activity which
seems likely to be dependent on
temperature (Gilbert, F.S. 1984), the
general rule would be that above 13
degrees C you will encounter more
species than at lower temperatures and
they will be more noticeable around
flowers. In colder temperatures
hoverflies spend more time preening
and expend less energy on flight. At
temperatures above 25 degrees C they
are also less noticeable. The best days
to see them are when it's calm and
humid, and the sky is bright yet
overcast, or when there is a mixture of
cloud and sunny intervals. If the air
temperature cools the hoverflies will
www.bna-naturalists.org
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Table. Some common garden hoverflies
Scientific name Common
name

Size

Flight
season

Peak

Mimic

Larval food

Plants
associations

Episyrphus
balteatus

Marmalade

6.8-11.5mm

Jan-Dec

Jul-Aug

Wasps

Cereal and Cabbage
aphids

Umbellifers

Eristalis
pertinax

Tapered

10.5-16.2mm

Mar-Nov

May-Aug

Honey bee

Decaying matter filtered
from water

Umbellifer and
Thistles

Melanostoma
scalare

Chequered

6-9.5mm

Apr-Nov

Late May &
August

Ground-layer and leaf
litter aphids

Plantains, grasses
and sedges

Syrphus
ribesii

Banded or
Humming

7.7-12.3mm

Apr- Nov.

Late May/early
June & Jul-Sep

Wasps

Aphids

Helophilus
pendulus

Tiger

11.3-15mm

Apr- Oct

Jun-Aug

Wasps

Decaying matter filtered
from water

Aphid infested
Sycamores,
Willows
Blackthorns
Water plants

Volucella
pellucens

Great pied

10.8-16.7mm

May-Sep

Jun-Jul

Honey bee

Larva in wasp nests

Brambles

Sphaerophoria
scripta

Long

8-11mm

May-Oct

Jun-Aug

Ground-layer aphids

Grasses

Myathropa
florea

Batman

7.5-12.8mm

May-Oct

Jun-Aug

Wasp

Decaying matter filtered
from water

Umbellifer and ivy

Xylota segnis

Scuttler

9.3-12.7mm

May-Oct

Jun-Jul

Sawfly

Decaying wood or
leaves

Leaves

Platycheirus
albimanus

Grey spotted/
White footed

5 - 8 mm

Apr- Nov.

Late May/early
June & Jul-Aug

Aphids on low growing
bushes

Brambles and nettles

disappear, but under warm conditions
they usually remain on the flowers,
particularly on the platforms provided
by the carrot family. A sunny day after
several dull ones or after rain, tends to
give the best results. There will be
fluctuations in numbers for species
dependent on aphids (see Table) and if
you don't have a pond you might not
attract Helophilus pendulus.
If you do wish to catch a hoverfly
then the first observation to make with a
hand lens is to check for the vena spuria
(see diagram 2). The vena spuria is an
unconnected (or false) wing vein
running through the mid wing - it's only
found in hoverflies apart from one
species (there is always one exception).
The other feature to look for are the
halteres, as unlike the wasps and the
bees the true flies (Diptera) don't have
two pairs of wings but only one. The
hind wings of the Diptera have become
halteres-modified wings shaped like
'drum-sticks' which are highly
sophisticated balance organs.
Diagram 3 shows you how to
quickly identify hoverflies. The ones I
have selected have a colourful enough
abdomen and thorax that can be used
www.bna-naturalists.org

The vena spuria
Diagram 2. The vena spuria

for identification without trying to catch
them. I have also chosen species that
are the most common in gardens and
have easily identifiable features, and the
common names used are referenced
throughout the sources provided below.
The following then are some of the
more common species of hoverfly you
may well find in your garden.
Marmalade hoverfly (Episyrphus
balteatus) 6.8-11.5mm Jan-Dec.
This is a very common hoverfly in the
garden, probably because its larvae are
voracious aphid feeders, and maybe as a
result of this it's not uncommon to have
4 or 5 on the same flower head. It gets
its name from the marmalade colour

markings which are distinct enough to
avoid confusing it with any other
hoverfly. It is not unusual to have
darker forms, something which is
dependent on the temperature when the
larva develops, darker forms being
more common in colder weather.
Sometimes the thin yellow waist bands
can be almost silver, as if they are
wearing bling. It would be nice to think
these might be the females but this is
not proven. They peak in numbers
around July when there is an influx in
numbers from the continent, but can be
found any time of year as they
hibernate, so this is one to look for on a
mild winter’s day. In autumn, just like
birds they migrate south.
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Abdominal Designs

♂

♀

♂

Tiger
(Helophilus pendulus)
Chequered
(Melanostoma scalare)

Batman
(Myathropa florea)

♂

Thoracic Designs

Long
(Sphaerophoria
scripta)

♂

Helophilus

Melanostoma

Volucellini

Sphaerophoria

Eristalis
Episyrphus
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Diagram 3. A guide to identifying garden hoverflies
Illustrations adapted from Stubbs, A.E. & Falk, S.J. 1983
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Tapered drone-fly (Eristalis pertinax)
10.5-16.2mm Mar-Nov.
There are 5 similar hoverflies that
belong to this genus identifiable by a
loop in the vein on the wing (seen in
diagram 2), but unlike Syrphus or
Sphaerophoria species you can
distinguish them by the face stripe. This
group mostly resemble honey bee
mimics apart from E. intricarius which
is considered a bumblebee mimic. If
you are walking along a path and see an
insect hovering right on the path about
head height then it is likely to be E.
pertinax. The males set up a territory
waiting on a female to ‘sashay’ on by.
If it's early season and around yellow
flowers it's most likely a species of
Tenax rather than the tapered drone-fly,
which can be very similar in markings
on the abdomen. This behaviour is not
unusual in the animal kingdom as we
often see on nature documentaries red
deer stags full of testosterone defending
a patch full of hinds, the female deer.
Similarly peregrines which have now
taken refuge in most cities have
command of the skies around a tall
building and will chase off any other
birds that might try to invade their patch
especially around breeding time, so why
would we not expect this type of
behaviour to be no less common in the
insect world? As a hoverfly comes into
the area the male will either attack or
carefully wait for the female to land on
the flower before it carefully
approaches from behind. The female
once fertilised will then go and lay its
eggs in a damp hole in a tree. The
larvae which develop are rat tailed
maggots, the tails acting as siphons for
breathing through.
Chequered hoverfly (Melanostoma
scalare) 6-9.5mm Apr-Nov.
These are tiny hoverflies with a jet
black glossy thorax and scutellum.
Another species Melanstoma mellinum
is also very common and apart from the
3 pairs of yellow blocks on the
abdomen being more square than
rectangular, can be easily confused
when observing males. However M.
mellinum is more typical of grasslands
and wet flushes in the uplands. In
females those 3 pairs of abdominal
markings are more of a flag shape. The
other species of hoverfly the chequered
www.bna-naturalists.org

hoverfly can often get confused with are
the similar sized Platycheirus
hoverflies, these also fold their wings at
rest but in males they have modified
front legs. The larvae of the chequered
hoverfly feed on ground feeding aphids.
This hoverfly is known to be more
active compared with other hoverflies
during colder temperatures and greater
cloud cover, even as cold as 8 degrees
C, so is likely to be the first one seen in
the early morning. As they feed on
grass pollen they are not reliant on the
production of nectar which is available
much later in the morning and more
readily available as the day gets
warmer.
Common banded or humming
hoverfly (Syrphus ribesii) 7.7-12.3mm
Apr- Nov.
Larvae feed on aphids. There are 5
species that are difficult to identify one
from the other apart from with a very
good hand lens or dissecting
microscope (hairs on the eyes means it
is S. torvus or, with a microscope,
absence of mitochondria hairs in part of
the 2nd basal cell means it is S.
vitripennis which is often referred to as
the glass-winged Syrphus). The males
are known to sing by vibrating their
wings rapidly so are often seen sitting
on a shiny leaf close to open flowers.
Due to their small mouthparts, they are
unable to reach nectar in deep flowers
so are often found around open flowers
like those of hawthorn, which is why
you are most likely to see them in May.
Watch for mid-flight sex when a female
wanders through a shaft of sunlight
which a male will be defending. They,
like the tapered drone-flies and Ersitalis
tenax males congregate to form a lek,
just like you see with black grouse in
the highlands of Scotland, except here
they can be found in a sunny space
under several trees and the lek can take
place from dawn till early evening.
Tiger hoverfly (Helophilus pendulus)
11.3-15mm Apr- Oct.
If you have a pond then this is a likely
visitor to your garden, especially around
July when their numbers peak. The
thorax has pale yellow stripes and as a
result this hoverfly is often called the
footballer, as it resembles some football
shirt designs. Its abdomen is marked

with large yellow patches which makes
it easy to distinguish from other
hoverflies. There are similar species of
the Helophilus genus but this is the
most likely to be seen. If it has no black
facial stripe or an almost black hind
tibia then it's one of the other four
species of this genus. This is also one of
the hoverflies which is the exception to
the rule for distinguishing males from
females as both sexes have spaces
between the eyes.
Great pied hoverfly (Volucella
pellucens) 10.8-16.7mm May-Sep.
A large hoverfly often seen around
brambles, with its rounded black and
white abdomen, which gives it its name.
Another feature to look for is the dark
patch on the wings which would
distinguish it from a much smaller
spring hoverfly Leucozona lucorum.
The great pied is mostly seen from late
June to early August as there is often an
influx from the continent. There are 4
other species of this genus; they have a
resemblance to bees, wasps and hornets,
unlike V. pellucens. V. pellucens
deposits its eggs in nests of wasps,
where the larvae can feed on the grubs.
It does this by producing a chemical
that masks it from being attacked by the
colony, so just walks in to lay its eggs!
Long hoverfly (Sphaerophoria scripta)
8-11mm May-Oct.
This is the most common species of a
genus of 5 hoverflies, only
distinguishable by the anatomical
features of the male penis. A good
microscope is needed, but they are
obvious compared with other hoverflies
in that they have very patterned
abdomens, and males have bodies
longer than their wings. They also have
a bright yellow scutellum (shield shape
part on the posterior thorax) and yellow
bars down the sides of the thorax which
makes this distinctive from other garden
hoverflies. This species is the more
common of the five, unless you live in
Scotland where S. interrupta is more
common.
Batman hoverfly (Myathropa florea)
7.5-12.8mm May-Oct.
So named because of the markings on
the thorax which resemble the batman
motif, which makes this very distinctive
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and easy to identify in the garden. But if
you are struggling with seeing that
image, due to variation, then try to
visualise a human face as its other
common name is the dead head fly due
to the pattern resembling a 'death mask'.
It is often seen around landing platforms
of an umbellifer or ivy flowers, with the
male hovering in a shaft of sunlight just
above a flower as it waits for a female
to land.
Scuttler hoverfly (Xylota segnis) 9.312.7mm May-Oct.
This hoverfly is more likely to be found
running up and down, and back and
forth on a leaf rather than visiting
flowers, unless it's the Scottish variety,
which is known to visit meadowsweet
and Angelica. It has a very distinctive
orange mid abdomen band and is often
confused with sawflies or spider hunting
wasps. The other noticeable feature is
its black and white striped legs, this
often being the first feature to be
noticed before the orange abdomen as
the wings are usually closed at rest. I
believe, but it's not proven, that this
hoverfly has a range around a flower
bed as I have often observed it returning
to the same few leaves in the hours I
have spent observing it.
White footed /Grey spotted hoverfly
(Platycheirus albimanus) 5-8mm AprNov.
This is one of a genus of 23 species all
difficult to identify if you catch a
female. However, the males all have
modified flat front feet, which differ
from species to species. (Platycheirus is
Greek for ‘flat- hands’ and albimanus is
Latin for ‘white handed’). But the
obvious feature which distinguishes it
from other members of the genus are its
grey spots on the abdomen; only P.
ambiguus has a similar arrangement of
grey markings, so you have to look for
clumps of hairs on the front femur. In
females of P. albimanus the front legs
are yellow while in P. ambiguus they
are not. Larvae feed on aphids
particularly on low growing plants,
whereas the adults are often found
visiting yellow or white flowers.
Other hoverflies you might find that
have not been included in the Table,
might be less common but no less

distinctive; these include bright eyes
(Chrysogaster solstitialis), and the thick
legged fly (Syritta pipiens) distinctive
by its very thick thighs. The snout flies
(Rhingia campestris or R. rostrata) are
very distinctive with their facial
protrusions resembling the fairytale
character Pinocchio and are often
referred to as the Heineken fly, with
their longer proboscis as they can reach
the nectar in flowers other hoverflies
cannot.
What makes a good garden for
hoverflies? A garden with many native
flowers particularly umbellifers will
attract a fair number of species, even in
cities, as they provide platforms for the
hoverflies to land on. In fact, my very
first sighting of Volucella zonaria a
hornet mimic, with its mahogany thorax
was in the Olympic park in London.
These are very much local to the
London area, so if you have a garden in
that locality you never know, keep an
eye out when their numbers swell in
August. Another good plant is the
butterfly bush Buddleia, hawthorn early
in the season and dandelions, so hold
back on mowing the lawn too early as it
can be a very useful source for
observing spring hoverflies.
Knapweeds, thistles and cornflowers,
coming later in the season provide good
nectar sources and landing platforms for
males. Next time you’re tidying up or
pruning in your garden check around
the aphids on your plants - you might
locate a small caterpillar grub with no
obvious legs, which at first sight could
be easily mistaken for a bird dropping, a
visual protection from predation. It is
possible it could be a hoverfly larva
feeding on the nectar excreted by the
aphids. The point is to make a garden
hover fly friendly is to select flowers
that have the bee friendly symbol. Try
to avoid flowers from the garden centre
that produce little nectar or are nonnative, blend in some of the so-called
weeds into your flower beds and you
will be rewarded by increasing the
biodiversity of your garden.
What's equally important is to create
habitats for the female adults to lay eggs
to continue the next generation.
Containers of decaying matter can be
perfect for four of the above species
(see Table); leaving leaf litter or dead
wood rather than sweeping it up for the
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bin men to collect can also provide a
wintering ground for hoverfly grubs.
In conclusion hoverflies are
fascinating insects to look for in your
garden - they can be effective
pollinators of native plants, but also are
great pest controllers for aphids and
help create a balance in producing a
healthy ecosystem. They won't sting
you and each has its own fascinating
behaviour, and lekking hoverflies are
such a joy to watch if you can create the
right habitat for them.
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– a cause of early leaf-drop on Lombardy poplar,

Pemphigus spyrothecae
a cause of early leaf-drop from Lombardy poplar,
Populus nigra ‘Italica’
S t ev en R u t h erfo rd F B N A
On a leaf blade or petiole of black
poplar Populus nigra or one of its
hybrids one may see one of three types
of associated pouch or spiral gall that is
caused by one of the woolly aphids,
Hemiptera: Aphididae: Pemphiginae
(Redfern and Shirley 2011). The subject
of this article is the gall caused by the
most commonly found of that group,
Pemphigus spyrothecae, on the petiole
of lombardy poplar Populus nigra
‘Italica’.
On 14th April 2017 in a park in the
village of High Green situated to the
north of Sheffield thirteen mature
lombardy poplar trees were showing
signs of galling on their leaf petioles
caused by the aphid Pemphigus
spyrothecae. These trees form an open
boundary around a small lawned area
and they are surrounded by a formal
garden to the north, another lawned area
to the west, and two football fields, one
to the south and the other to the east.
Visits to the site were made weekly,
where possible, throughout the season
to observe the developing galls and
their effects on the host trees. Other
suitable host trees for P. spyrothecae
within sight of the observed trees
included a line of hybrid black poplars
mixed with five lombardy poplars and
two white poplars Populus alba along
the north side boundary of football
fields of a local sports ground
(Thurnsco Sports Centre) 500 metres
north of the observed poplars, as well as
a line of eight hybrid balsam poplars P.
‘Balsam Spire’ and four lombardy
poplars on the southern side of the
sports grounds 350 metres northeast of
the observed line. None of these other
poplars in the area were found to have
galled petioles.
The first sign of galling on the
leaves on the 14th April 2017 was a
slight curve in the petiole about midway
down the length with the affected area
changing colour from green to red. The
leaves then continued to be rotated 360°
followed by two further twists to form a
www.bna-naturalists.org

The lombardy poplars
Photo: Steven Rutherford

loose thin spiral. As the aphids
developed within the gall the spiral
thickened into the typical pouch or
spiral gall. This process took less than a
week to complete and showed no
obvious signs of distressing the tree or
the individual leaves, with size, shape
and colour of the leaves looking the
same as the unafffected surrounding
leaves. It was also noted that the
majority of affected leaves were facing
east through to southwest, with very
few facing northwest to northeast.
The main observed changes in the
leaves started to show in October. On
the 6th October it was noted that there
was a change of colour and texture to
some of the galled leaves making them
look autumnal while non galled leaves
were not showing any obvious signs of
seasonal changes. A search of the
ground within the tree boundary
revealed a few leaves had fallen and all
of these had been galled. By the 3rd

November most of the galled leaves had
fallen, and the grass within the tree
boundary was covered with mainly
galled leaves with only a few that were
non galled. On 10th November strong
winds brought the start of the main
shedding of the non galled leaves and
by 17th November the main leaf
shedding was very much under way.
Looking at the leaf litter from the
observed trees none could be found that
had been galled, then, checking the
remaining leaves still to fall only a few
were galled, these all facing north to
northeast. By 24th November almost all
of the leaves had fallen from the
observed trees.
The life cycle of P. spyrothecae is
complex in that the aphid goes through
generations with sexual and asexual
phases. These phases are completed
over a single year and the host tree is
used through all phases with the gall
phase being completed by the end of
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The pouch galls starting to rotate
Photo: Steven Rutherford

Galled leaves turn autumnal early
Photo: Steven Rutherford

Early stage of the pouch on the left,
fully formed on the right
Photo: Steven Rutherford

September/beginning of October. These
phases start with females only hatching
from overwintering eggs that had been
laid on the bark the previous autumn
and then laying up to 30 eggs (without
previously mating) on the petioles of
the developing leaves of the host tree.
Inside the gall these eggs hatch into
wingless females which start to feed
and it is this activity that causes the
petiole to swell and spiral and the gall
to change the colour of the petiole from
green to red. The eggs from the
wingless females then hatch into both
winged male and winged female
aphids, and it is these aphids that leave
the gall from August onwards, the
females then laying their eggs on the
bark of the host tree to complete the
cycle (Chinery 2011).
It is too early to draw any
conclusions from this single season of
observations; however the observations
do fit with the life cycle of P.
spyrothecae as described by Chinery,
the event of the early leaf-drop of
affected leaves, however, not being
mentioned.
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Galled leaves only in the leaf litter
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Keeping our sea walls buzzing

As English coastlands are generally flat,
sea defences to prevent floods and
protect against coastal erosion are
necessary. Located adjacent to the sea
wall, salt marshes act as a natural flood
defence which absorb wave energy.
Combined, salt marshes and sea walls
are effective flood defences. In Essex,
there are 450 km of sea walls,
representing nearly 94% of the
coastline. Most sea walls have a folding
and borrow dyke, and the seaward face
is often composed of rock armour or
concrete revetment (Figure 1). Mostly
covered by vegetation and unimproved
grassland, the sea wall creates a long
corridor for the dispersal of fauna,
especially for pollinators such as
bumblebees. Moreover, some plant and
animal species are unique to this
habitat. Sea walls are an essential
wildlife resource which diversify the
ecological richness of a landscape.
However, carder bees such as the
brown-banded carder bee (Bombus
humilis) or the shrill carder bee
(Bombus sylvarum), are declining. This
is one of the reasons for the
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Figure 2. Shrill carder bee (Bombus sylvarum)
Photo: Ivar Leidus, licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0
International license, with annotations by K. Fargeaud
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Figure 1. The typical composition of a sea wall (Brightlingsea, Essex)
Photo: K. Fargeaud
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regime (cut in September or October)
could be beneficial for the shrill carder
bee and also for the floral diversity and
other wildlife.
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Figure 3. Distribution of the shrill carder bumblebee in Essex
© Essex Field Club.

commencement of the ‘Back from the
Brink’ project. Their shrill carder bee
mission is to create 60 hectares of
habitat by developing a Species
Recovery Plan.
The shrill carder bee earns its name
by mixing materials (like carding) to
cover the larval cells. They can be
recognised by their high-pitched buzz
and their physical traits (Figure 2). The
bee was widespread until agricultural
intensification after World War II
eliminated continuous patches of
flower-rich grassland. Currently, this
species is moving northwards along sea
walls with global warming a possible
cause (Figure 3).
The cycle of the shrill carder bee
begins in May. Queens emerge from
hibernation and build new nests on the
ground or below the soil surface, then
the workers are born in June. In a
mature nest, there can be a maximum of
70 workers. Early sea wall grass
mowing (June-August) destroys the
bees’ forage plants. Moreover,
significant bee mortality during cutting

can occur. That is why the timing of
mowing has to be ‘carefully managed’.
Cutting once a year in early autumn
(September or October) may be more
appropriate. Mowing can be beneficial
because it prevents scrub encroachment
and maintains grass and soil quality,
which is favourable for flora and fauna.
Management plans to promote
flower diversity on sea walls are
continuously developing. As the shrill
carder bee is a long-tongued bumblebee
it targets long tubular flowers such as
red clover (Trifolium pratense) and
black horehound (Ballota nigra).
Queens need nectar to feed themselves
before building the nest. Workers and
males (drones) benefit from the
availability of nectar and pollen
resources until September. The second
author showed that mowing two times,
with the first cut in early summer,
reduces flower number and diversity.
Cutting during the correct period of
year therefore avoids the bee’s forage
resources disappearing and also
significant mortality. A late cutting
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Of Beauties, Brimstones, Thorns and Carpets

Dr. Isabella Brey
Few other large insects are as commonly overlooked as moths, which is due to their often secretive, nocturnal habits. As a result,
they are frequently thought of as drab and boring with few redeeming features aside from their lyrical names, when in reality
nothing could be further from the truth. There are nearly 2500 different species of moths in Britain, a good number of which are
more than a match for our mere 59 butterfly species when it comes to showiness of shape and colour, and even the less strikingly
coloured moths possess intricate patterns of subtle beauty.

The 2500 British moth species are often
split into two informal groups: the
'macro-moths', encompassing the 875
larger and evolutionarily more
advanced species, and the 'micromoths', incorporating the over 1600
smaller and evolutionarily more
primitive species, usually with a
wingspan of less than 2 cm.
The British macro-moths are made
up of 14 taxonomic families, the second
largest of which - the interesting and
variable family Geometridae ('earth
measurers') - will be introduced here.
The 299 members of this family, which
are also referred to as geometer moths
or geometrids, get their name from the
curious locomotion of their larvae.
These only possess two pairs of prolegs
near the tip of their abdomen instead of
the usual five pairs, which causes them
to move in a looping manner similar to
a person measuring a distance with the
span of their fingers. For this reason
they are also commonly referred to as
‘loopers’ or ‘inchworms’. Photo 1
shows a brimstone moth larva
(Opisthograptis luteolata) mid-step.
While not as unmistakable as the
larvae, the majority of adult geometrids
can be recognized by the way they rest,
with their wings outstretched to the
sides, as illustrated by the adult
brimstone moth in photo 2. Brimstone
moth larvae feed on shrubs in the rose
family such as hawthorn and blackthorn
and are excellent mimics of bits of
twig. They even possess a small
process on their backs which looks like
the remnant of a snapped-off twiglet or
bud. The little frills between their
prolegs serve to break up their outline
where their body touches the branch
(photo 1).
Many other geometrid larvae are
similarly well camouflaged and often
www.bna-naturalists.org

rest in a stretched-out rigid position to
perfect the illusion, like the peppered
moth larva (Biston betularia) in photo
3, which feeds on a range of different
shrubs and trees. At first glance, adult
peppered moths (photo 4) do not
appear to be particularly well
camouflaged until one realizes that
they prefer to rest on light coloured
tree bark mottled with lichens. When,
in the middle of last century, heavy
industrial pollution in parts of the
country caused lichens to die off and

tree bark to darken, the lighter coloured
peppered moths became much more
obvious to predators and only the
darkest specimens survived, giving rise
to almost all-black populations in the
areas of the worst pollution. As air
quality improved, lighter coloured
individuals were once again seen in the
population.
Other beautiful bark mimics include
the closely related, large and
impressive oak beauty (Biston
strataria) (photo 5) whose larvae also

Photo 1 Brimstone moth larvae
Photo by Paul D. Brock
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Photo 2 Brimstone moth

Photo 3 Peppered moth larva
Photo by Paul D. Brock

develop on a range of tree species
(including oak), and the somewhat
smaller common carpet (Epirrhoe
alternata) (photo 6). The latter often
finds its way into houses at night when
the lights are on and the windows have
been left open. Despite its name it does
not pose any danger to floor coverings,
the name solely based on its
appearance not its feeding habits, the
larvae being found on bedstraws and
cleavers.
The green carpet (Colostygia
pectinataria) (photo 7) is an exquisitely
beautiful lichen mimic, particularly
when newly emerged with its green
colour still at its richest (it fades
somewhat as the animal ages). It, too,
depends on bedstraws for its
development.
While some geometrids mimic bark
and lichen, others imitate dead leaves,
for example the elegantly shaped dusky
thorn (Ennomos fuscantaria) (photo 8),
which is often found near ash trees
which are its larval foodplants, or the
striking mocha (Cyclophora annularia)
(photo 9), whose larvae develop on
field maple.
The dainty purple-bordered gold
(Idaea muricata) (photo 10) lives in
heathlands and fens where it blends in
with dying foliage as well as with
many of the flowers found in its boggy
habitat, including those of its larval
foodplant, marsh cinquefoil.
Other species, such as the
brimstone introduced previously and
the speckled yellow (Pseudopanthera
macularia) (photo 11), are able to
successfully pose as very pale dead
16 Country-Side Spring & Summer 2018

Photo by Paul D. Brock

Photo 4 Peppered moth
Photo by Paul D. Brock

Photo 5 Oak beauty
Photo by Paul D. Brock
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Of Beauties, Brimstones, Thorns and Carpets

Photo 6 Common carpet
Photo by Paul D. Brock

Photo 8 Dusky thorn
Photo by Paul D. Brock

Photo 10 Purple-bordered gold
Photo by Paul D. Brock
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Photo 7 Green carpet
Photo by Paul D. Brock

Photo 9 Mocha
Photo by Paul D. Brock

Photo 11 Speckled yellow
Photo by Paul D. Brock
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Photo 12 Large emerald
Photo by Paul D. Brock

Photo 13 Magpie moth larva
Photo by Paul D. Brock

leaves, but they are also very
convincing when they masquerade as
sunspots. This is particuarly true for the
speckled yellow, which can often be
seen flitting around in its woodland
habitat during the daytime, especially
when the sun is out. Its larvae feed
primarily on wood sage.
The stunning large emerald
(Geometra papilionaria) (photo 12)
whose larvae usually develop on birch
trees, is the largest of several species
which are able to copy living foliage
with fascinating accuracy.
While most geometrids rely on their
sophisticated camouflage to keep
themselves safe from predators, the
magpie moth (Abraxas grossulariata) is
an exception. It utilizes distasteful
chemicals stored in its body tissues for
its defense and advertises their presence
to all would-be predators by sporting
unmistakable warning colours during
all of its life stages, so much so that
even its eggs are bright yellow. The
larva (photo 13) and the adult (photo
14) are both black, white and yellow,
while the pupa bears strikingly wasplike black and yellow stripes.
Magpie moth larvae feed on currant
and gooseberry bushes and were at one
time numerous enough to be considered
garden pests, but nowadays they are
rarely common enough to cause any
damage. In fact, although some
geometrid species are agricultural and
forestry pests in other parts of the
world, on the whole British geometrids
do not cause any trouble as they go
about their business and can be
unreservedly enjoyed by anyone lucky
and sharp-eyed enough to spot one.

Dr. Isabella Brey is a Biologist who can often
be found exploring the Gower Peninsula.
This article was first published in ‘The Bay
Magazine’, Swansea and is reproduced here
with permission.
The photographer Paul D. Brock, Scientific
Associate of the Natural History Museum,
London is the author of ‘A comprehensive
guide to Insects of Britain & Ireland’, first
published by Pisces Publications in 2014 and
reprinted with minor amendments in 2015.

Photo 14 Magpie moth
Photo by Paul D. Brock
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From Tokyo with Tanka

from the beach hut
a Beatles’ song
today
all my troubles
are six thousand miles away

The following diary entries and tanka (5
line Japanese poems) were written
during a weeklong trip to Tokyo in
September 2016, when I was kindly
invited to study coastal flora by
Professor Noboru Kuramoto from the
University of Meiji.

*lines 3-5 adapted from Yesterday by
the Beatles (Lennon-McCartney)
21 September

20 September
As Typhoon Malakas approaches,
tropical rain lashes the promenade of
Kasai Rinkai Park. We’re searching for
sea aster (Aster tripolium), a salt
tolerant plant of the daisy family, which
is rarely seen in Tokyo Bay. The hard
engineered flood defences leave little
space for anything wild and it’s no
wonder that the only sea aster plants we
find are restricted to deposits of mud on
a concrete path along with a few reeds.
The sea aster is much smaller than in
England and won’t flower until
October, a later season in this
subtropical climate. The purple and
yellow flowers are a familiar sight on
my native East Anglian coast in
September but none yet adorn the paved
seawall here.
a view across
vast Tokyo Bay
the loneliness
of an egret
in travelling rain

Sea asters
Photo Tim Gardiner

as we head back
to higher ground
The island is sparsely vegetated,
with only a few stunted trees and short
grass. Taking a walk to the Pacific
shoreline, we trudge through scattered
strandline debris. A multi-coloured fan
catches my eye; discarded by a spurned
lover perhaps? I’m intrigued by the
empty beach hut; doors splayed open as
if a resident is either inside or nearby.
But no-one can be found. Retreating as
the wind grows stronger and the rain
heavier, we find no further sea aster
among the blocks and rocks of Kasai
Rinkai.

Malakas passed through overnight,
leaving much of southern Japan with
severe flooding. The destination today
is Tokyo Port Bird Park where small
numbers of sea aster plants can be
found. Disembarking from the train,
I’m afforded my first glimpse of
Japanese sunshine as we walk to the
Bird Park. The intense humidity is not
something I’m used to back home,
sweat pouring down my face. We’re
greeted by the cheerful warden who
shows us the reed-fringed lagoons, full
of cormorants, egrets and grebes.
Twitchers silently study the water with
patient cameras at the ready.
a grey heron
flies gracefully onto
the lagoon island
sometimes the familiar
is all we long to see

Unsurprisingly the Park is largely
deserted; no fishermen line the shore
and only a few dog walkers brave the
storm. Despite the inclement weather,
crickets sing from the pine trees. As the
rain gets heavier and the wind picks up,
we head across the bridge to one of the
small islands. The creek is slowly filled
by the Pacific tide, waves buffeting the
black rocks which protect the
precarious island.
tsunami zone
a grey afternoon
washes over us
www.bna-naturalists.org

Typical seawall sea aster habitat
Photo Tim Gardiner
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Commencing our search once more,
the warden leads us through dense
woodland, stopping to admire old cicada
skins left on the bark of a pine tree.
Unlocking a small gate, we wander
along a freshly mown path to the grassy
bank of the river. We only find a small
patch of sea aster next to a sluice gate
which drains the lagoons of the Bird
Park. A discussion about the necessary
conservation action ensues, mainly
requiring the cutting and clearing of
reeds to ensure the aster is not
overwhelmed.
The shoreline here is more natural
than at Kasai Rinkai; the many insect
delights include field crickets, longheaded grasshoppers and several species
of praying mantis. The first sunshine of
the trip brings out the butterflies
including swallowtails and skippers.
Returning through the woodland, a large
orange crab scuttles across the track,
brought out by the deluge of the
previous day.
speaking
of the kingfisher
resting on
the rotten post
a kingfisher

to the water’s edge safely but Dr Okada
explains the efforts to maintain the last
remaining populations of this endemic
species. The aster is dependent on the
steady supply of gravels from upriver, a
modern weir preventing the large-scale
transport of sediments which have to be
moved periodically by excavators.
Soaked through we move on to the
nearby Hamura City Regional Museum.
from a distance
the gravel floodplain
dotted with aster
hillside clouds
swept downstream

Riverside structure in shape of a cow
Photo Tim Gardiner

The museum is empty, but we look
around and I become acquainted with
the historic practices of farming the
floodplain. Out the back of the museum
is an Edo period house, one of the
oldest remaining in the area built in
1847 and residence of the Shimoda
family. The house represents how a
farmer would have lived towards the
close of the period.

22 September

an old man
sweeps the floor
of the Edo house
stopping to wipe
a raindrop from my arm

I meet Dr Okada at Fussa station, heavy
rain once again a feature of the morning.
Our destination is the Tama River to
study the endangered plant, Aster
kantoensis. The torrential rain from
Malakas has swelled the Tama
substantially; it’s difficult for us to view
the plant’s floodplain habitat or get close

Inside the house, we discuss the
simplicity of a farmer’s existence in
comparison with that of a samurai. It’s
incredibly dark; very little natural light
filters through the screen doors. The old
man politely gives me a postcard to take
away as a souvenir. A red gate catches
my eye on the way out of the garden,

vivid against the drizzle descending
from the Tama Hills.
beneath
pampas thatch
a solitary bulb
sheds little light
on screen doors
By now it has stopped raining, so
we venture outside the museum and
wander along a riverside path. Dr
Okada explains the significance of the
wooden structures on the floodplain;
contrasting them with the ugly concrete
blocks placed at the base of the modern
flood wall. Weeds grow through the
blockwork, a sense that nature will
regain even the most inappropriate
surface given time.
by an ancient weir
the wooden frame
in the shape
of a cow
diverts our attention
By now, the rain has intensified
once more making the long walk back
to the station an unenviable prospect so
we take a taxi. As we progress through
the spray, I listen to a song by Albert
Hammond, ironic smile on my face.
our taxi
ploughs through
the tropical deluge
on the radio
it never rains in California

Long Headed Grasshopper
Photo Tim Gardiner
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*line 5 from It Never Rains in Southern
California (Hammond-Hazlewood)
www.bna-naturalists.org

Wild Boar in the Forest of Dean

Michael Demidecki FBNA
In December 2017 during a short visit to
the Forest of Dean we were privileged
to watch a sounder (the name for a
group of wild boars) of four wild boars
comprising two first year males and two
first year females. Unlike most of the
wild boar in the Forest these were
relatively tame and unafraid (I managed
to get about five feet away from one)
and I was able to take several photos of
them foraging under oak trees (see
accompanying photos). Later, in another
part of the forest, my wife briefly saw
two more sounders, one of two first year
boar and the other of four first year
boar. These ran off quickly so detailed
observations could not be made. We
were surprised to see no boar which
were more mature and assumed this to
be because of the cull going on at the
time. On the way back, as we drove
through the village of Soudley, there
were extensive signs of recent foraging
by wild boar, the verges and a nearby
grass field having been extensively
rooted (see photo). There are opposing
opinions about the wild boar in the
Forest of Dean. One lady commented
when I was photographing the relatively
tame boar that she hoped they wouldn’t
go into the road and be run over. I
imagine, however, that the residents of
Soudley would have been less well
pleased to have had the wild boar in
such close proximity.
The population of the wild boar on
the public estate in the Forest of Dean
(35 square miles of the 52 square miles
of mixed coniferous and deciduous
forest are managed by the Forestry
Commission) has been estimated using
an annual ‘distance sampling/ thermal
imaging survey’ since 2013. An
overview of wild boar in the Forest
‘Feral Wild Boar in the Forest of Dean
(England)- Forestry Commission’, last
updated on 15 November 2017, can be
found on www.forestry.gov.uk/
forestry/infd-9fyfc5 and in this
publication estimates of the population
from 2008/9 to 2017/18 are given, these
www.bna-naturalists.org

Wild boar damage, Soudley, Forest of Dean 23.12. 2017
Photo: Michael Demidecki

being as follows:
Year Estimate population
2008/9
2009/10
2010/11
2012/13
2013/14
2014/15
2015/16
2016/17
2017/18

100-150
150
200-250
450-500
535
819
1018
1562
1204

Figures for the cull achieved each
year are also given and these range from
38 animals in 2008/09 to 492 in
2016/17, the cull for 2017/18 being
ongoing at the time of writing.
The aim of the Forestry Commission
is to bring down the population in the
forest to a target population of 400
animals. Their efforts to achieve the
appropriate cull for this year are
however being affected at the moment
by a 30-strong group calling themselves
‘The Forest of Dean Wild Boar Cull
Saboteurs’.
Further reading
Wild boar foraging, Forest of Dean 23.12. 2017
Photos: Michael Demidecki

Demidecki M & J. 2014. Observations of Wild
Boar in the Forest of Dean. Country-Side Spring &
Summer. vol. 33, no. 8, 4-7.
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World War 2
BENA and Country-Side

Stimulated by Roger Tabor’s article on
BNA and World War 1 (Country-Side,
Spring & Summer 2017) and having
access to issues of Country-Side from
1941-1944, it is appropriate to pick up
the story as we approach the 80th
anniversary of World War 2. Once
again, the publication Country-Side as a
well-illustrated quarto magazine was
affected, and suspended for two years.
It was a different editorial team that
master-minded the reduced war-time
Country-Side in 1941 but the approach
was similar with a smaller issue 20.5 x
13 cms of initially 20 pages, later rising
to 30. This constituted Volume 12 from
December 1941 to September 1944
with Volume 13 commencing in
December 1944. The former Editor of
Country-Side, Richard Morse, was not
involved in this and the war-time issues
were compiled by Leslie Beckett from
Ruislip, Middlesex, who had been
Organising Secretary of BENA* since
1933. One link with the past was the
printer, Knapp, Drewett & Sons Ltd of
Kingston-on-Thames who had
undertaken the printing for E Kay
Robinson of the previous war-time
Country-Side in 1916, described in the
1941 editorial as “a staunch and
generous friend of the B.E.N.A”.
Another break with the past and its
Founder, E Kay Robinson, was the
resignation in 1940 of Mrs Grace
Thomason who had long been Assistant
General Secretary using the Robinson
family home “Warham” in Hampton
Wick as the corresponding address for
BENA, as outlined in the Autumn &
Winter Country-Side, 2017 (Chatfield
2017). However the Robinson family
involvement with the Hampton Wick
address appears not to have been
completely severed as it featured in
advertisements (September 1943) as the
contact for obtaining BENA badges.
In spite of the reduced size, much of
the structure and content of the normal
quarto Country-Side was familiar with
feature articles based on first-hand

War-time issues of Country-Side: without cover Volume 12, with green cover Volume 13

observations, introductions to groups
and habitats, short notes, queries and
members’ observations, “nature
records” or phenology, occasional
extracts from the writings of the late E
Kay Robinson, various notes and news
on the Association, on branches that
were still active, and ending with a
small advertisement section. It was
inter-active, especially the column
“Notes and Queries”. It was interesting
to see the names of so many different
authors contributing. Beckett’s editorial
“This and That” kept members up-todate with BENA, their response to the
revived Country-Side and news of
members’ exploits at home and on
overseas service, reflecting disruption
of lives during war-time but a continued
interest in natural history. There was
reference to Jersey members now cut
off and out-of-touch following German
occupation of the undefended Channel
Islands in June 1940 for the duration of
the war. The newly revised CountrySide was well-received with member’s
saying that “they had not realised how
much they had missed the journal until
they saw it re-appear”. It was an
encouragement and morale booster in
difficult times. Beckett went on to
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comment “It is good to know that so
many people still turn to Nature for
relaxation in these strenuous days” and
“even in war-time, the B.E.N.A. is
needed”. Supply of copy increased,
especially after an appeal from the
compiler for more copy, as well as more
page numbers while an influx of new
members was recorded – all good news.
Members overseas
It is interesting to look at the subject
matter of the war-time Country-Side. In
the 1940s India was still a British
possession at a time when world atlases
had a good deal of territory coloured in
pink (British), and with E Kay
Robinson’s birthplace in India, his later
work in newspapers in Lahore, the
overseas territories and Empire were all
very much part of BENA at that time. J
W Bradley wrote “Household Birds of
Burma”, S Moorhouse on “Birds in a
Bengal Garden”, G A Pyman on “Bird
Life of Tubruk”, a Libyan port and
“Desert Wild Life”, A C Allnutt on
“British Birds in West Africa” and W R
Roberts on “Some Typical Plants of an
Egyptian Wadi” . G A Pyman wrote
several articles from the Middle East:
www.bna-naturalists.org
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Articles selected from Country-Side in wartime 1941-1944
Author

Title

Volume Part

Date

Pages

Allnutt, A C
Anstead, R D
Baggaley, W
Bartlett, T L
Bartlett, T L
Beckett, L
Beckett, L
Bradley, J W
Brookland-Cash, D
Castell, C P
Castell, C P
Castell, C P
Castell, C P
Castell, C P
Castell, C P
Cooke, G J
Cooke, G J
D’Arcy Northwood, J
D’Arcy Northwood, J
Eales-White, J C
Faulkner, J
Gent, C J
Hale, R
Heath, M B B
Heath, M B B
Heward, R T
Littleton, C
Lowther, F
Macalister, E
Marshall Bell, R E S
Marshall Bell, R E S
Marshall Bell, T
Moorhouse, S
Mytton, H
Palmer, R
Palmer, R
Platt, W
Platt, W
Pyman, G A
Pyman, G A
Pyman, G A
Readman, R G
Roberts, W R
Sheldon, F J
Songhurst, M
Spreadbury, W H
Swann, E
Swann, E
Wheelwright, E G

British Birds in West Africa
Notes and Queries: Moths at a Searchlight
The Stickleback in the Aquarium
Notes and Queries: London Gulls
The Changing London Gulls
Mrs Thomason
This and That
Household Birds of Burma
Lepidoptera Rearing
Spring Flowers of Our Oakwoods
Some Mosses of the Wall-top
The Life Histories of Mosses and Ferns
Some More Mosses of the Wall-top
Notes and Queries: Nature Reserves
In Search of Woodland Mosses
Fungi
Edible Fungi
At a Honolulu Bird table
At a Honolulu Bird table
Nature in War-time
Notes and Queries: Inland Gulls
Notes and Queries: From Overseas
The War and Bird Life
Observing Mars
The Stars of Autumn
Every Step of the Way
Notes and Queries: Inland Gulls
Stone Curlew Country
Experiences with London Birds
My Fascinating Allotment
Long-horned Grasshoppers in Captivity
Fairy Shrimps
Birds in a Bengal Garden
Notes and Queries: War-workers
Our Changing Countryside
The Life Story of the Glow-worm
White Cliffs
A Minimum of Geology
Bird Life of Tubruk
An Afternoon at Jericho and Allenby Bridge, River Jordan
Desert Wild Life
In the New Forest
Some Typical Plants of an Egyptian Wadi
British Grasses
Birds of a Hertfordshire Garden
Notes and Queries: Opium Poppy in Surrey
The Formation of a Norfolk Salt-marsh
Sea-lavender
Medicinal Herbs in War-time

12
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
13
12
12
12
12
13
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

Sept 1942
Dec 1944
Dec 1942
June 1942
Dec 1942
Dec 1941
June 1943
Dec 1941
March 1943
March 1942
March 1943
Sept 1943
March 1944
Sept 1943
Dec 1944
Sept 1942
Sept 1943
Sept 1943
March 1944
Dec 1942
June 1943
June 1942
June 1942
Dec 1941
Sept 1942
March 1943
Sept 1942
Dec 1944
March 1943
Dec 1944
June 1942
June 1943
Dec 1944
March 1942
March 1942
March 1944
Dec 1941
Sept 1942
Sept 1942
Mar 1943
Sept 1943
March 1943
Dec 1942
June 1943
Sept 1943
March 1944
Dec 1941
June 1943
March 1944

85-86
24
87-90
51
93-95
11
155-156
1-2
126-128
26-28
116-119
177-181
231-234
186
6-9
61-66
172-175
175-177
225-227
96-98
159
49
1-3
8-9
75-76
129-130
78
18-19
121-124
3-4
43-44
154-155
1-3
33
21-23
227-231
6-7
67-69
66-67
113-114
184-185
114-116
98-101
142-146
183-184
245-246
4-6
153-154
236-239

“An Afternoon in Jericho” was vividly
descriptive:
“Jericho looked beautiful – marooncoloured bougainvillea blossomed on
the walls of houses while other exotic
flowers were to be seen everywhere
....Date palms, fig and Sodam apple
trees .... Jericho is really an oasis amid
www.bna-naturalists.org

the barren plains of the lower Jordan
valley, and this historic town with the
sterile hills of Judea for a background is
indeed a jewel in a mediocre setting.”
Pyman then went on to name birds
and insects in the gardens where “the air
was full of the noise of insects’ wings”
and “Jordan’s brown and swollen bank

4
1
5
3
5
1
7
1
6
2
6
8
10
8
1
4
8
8
10
5
7
3
3
1
4
6
4
1
6
1
3
7
1
2
2
10
1
4
4
6
8
6
5
7
8
10
1
7
10

was lined with tamarisks and poplars.”
It transports you to another world and
there is no mention of the war.
Two articles by J D’Arcy
Northwood focussed on “Birds of a
Honolulu garden” where there were
very few native birds and the garden
ones tended to be introduced species,
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including the colourful red American
cardinal. L/Sgt C J Gent in a note
“From Overseas” recalled birds at sea
such as Egyptian kites and albatross but
mention of “Lemurs, blueish-grey with
black faces, were common in the
outskirts of a town natural history close
to home.” is revealing. Although in
war-time locations of those on service
overseas was shrouded and edited out
by censors in any letters home this entry
strongly suggests his location was
Madagascar in the Indian Ocean off east
Africa.
Natural history close to home
Travel was restricted in war-time
Britain so people needed to concentrate
on what was to hand, whether still in
their own homes or in evacuation to
safer areas. In “Nature in War-time”
Major J C Eales-White (December
1942) writes of discovering birds in his
new Surrey garden where he set up bird
tables, nest boxes and bird baths that
brought more birds in. The relocation
out of London in his case in October
1940 was due to “our own house having
been badly damaged by enemy action”,
hence renting accommodation
elsewhere. Being close to a wood,
interest was also taken in fungi and
insects, especially butterflies. Margaret
Songhurst (an appropriate name) in
“Birds of a Hertfordshire Garden”
wrote on birds, their habitats and what
they do. Although the cuckoo is not a
garden bird it “could constantly be
heard” suggesting breeding in the near
vicinity. Rosa T Heward in “Every Step
of the Way” describes the natural
history interest as she takes a walk from
her residential area to the country
nearby: “Directly the gate is closed
behind us the interest of a nature walk
begins.” Returning she says, “But now
shops and houses begin; starlings and
sparrows make themselves heard; swifts
wheel about the church tower, and we
shall see no more of interest.”
Another approach to a confined way
of life was to bring animals into the
home to study. D Brookland-Cash
wrote on “Lepidoptera Rearing”, Ruth
Marshall Bell on keeping grasshoppers
while W Baggaley recommended
keeping sticklebacks in home aquaria as
goldfish were difficult to replace.

Effect of the war on wildlife and the
countryside
A number of articles reflected on how
war-time was affecting the rural
environment. Depression in farming
during the 1930s with cheap imports of
grain from America was rendering
British arable agriculture
uncompetitive, much farmland had been
abandoned as tenancies were difficult to
fill, to the advantage of wildlife but also
the speculative house-builder – all those
1930s semis! Come war and threats to
our shipping bringing food from abroad,
the Government’s Ministry of
Agriculture forged a ploughing
programme leading to cultivation of
downland and much marginal land for
food. It rarely matched production to
compensate for prime habitats lost and
was often abandoned, but the habitat
damage had been done. Ray Palmer, a
former co-Editor of Country-Side with
Richard Morse, saw this at first hand
and wrote “Our Changing Countryside”
describing his war work as an officer
with the County Agricultural
Committee charged with increasing
food production which he described as
“often at variance with my inclinations
as a naturalist”. This theme was picked
up in June 1942 by Ralph Hale in an
article “The War and Bird Life” with
the results of ploughing up grassland
and cutting down hedges leading to
gulls and lapwings flocking to newly
ploughed ground: it created
opportunities for some species. Hale
also referred to much land and habitat
being levelled for aerodromes, also
colonised by gulls and lapwings that
adapted to the aeroplanes’ movements,

moving out of the way when they came.
He told of an Essex farmer who
reminisced on pheasants being very
noisy when guns were fired in Flanders
across the English Channel during the
First World War. Pheasants are easily
frightened and noisy in their clumsy
panicked escape. Sunken ships had
given rise to oil release at sea covering
the feathers of ocean birds. A proposed
Wild Birds Protection Act had been put
on hold at the outbreak of war in 1939
and protection of peregrine falcons had
been removed due to their potential
destruction of RAF homing pigeons
carrying messages. During the First
World War, a homing pigeon carrying
an important message that was shot
reached its home base badly injured,
and was awarded a posthumous
Victoria Cross: its body was drawn by
wild life artist F W Frohawk for The
Field (Chatfield 1987). Among these
Country-Side articles were reflections
on town-bred children evacuated to the
country and its influence on their later
life “many will have become
naturalists”. This was indeed true of Dr
Mary Gillham who as a young school
leaver from Ealing, west London and
bored with her first London office job
escaped to the country by joining the
Women’s Land Army, leading to postwar university degrees and a career
based on natural history and the
countryside as told in her book Town
Bred, Country Nurtured (Gillham
1998). I knew Mary in the 1970s as a
leading light in the Glamorgan
Naturalists’ Trust and lecturer at the
University College, Cardiff.

Monochrome watercolour by F W Frohawk of pigeon awarded a VC in World War 1 for successfully
delivering a message even when shot and wounded. It died shortly after reaching its destination.
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War efforts also provided natural
history opportunities: Ruth Marshall
Bell (Secretary of the Bournemouth
branch) wrote on “My Fascinating
Allotment” observing caterpillars,
digger wasps, ants, aphids and black-fly
alongside her “dig for victory”. A new
member of her branch, R G Readman,
contributed “In the New Forest”
reflecting on his first visit to this unique
area:
“Natural History and Army life might at
first appear as extreme as the North and
South Poles, yet if one is a member of
B.E.N.A. there is always a good chance
of being posted near a town that has a
local branch.... My particular interests
lie in entomology, and I had the very
good fortune of being sent to
Hampshire .... I was billeted in
Bournemouth, within easy reach of the
Forest, in early May....”
After a description of the variety of
habitats came accounts of the
abundance of white admiral butterflies
on honeysuckle and also the presence of
comma, then rarer that it is now. New
Forest butterflies continued to delight
with speckled wood, grayling,
gatekeeper, wall brown, as well as the
fritillaries – dark green, high brown,
pearl bordered and silver-washed with
special mention of the dark valezina
variety amongst the females. Readman,
coming from Yorkshire, found much
new to see. T Marshall Bell wrote on
the local fairy shrimps (Chirocephalus)
that are found in the New Forest in
large numbers in their temporary pools
saying that: “It is occasional finds such
as this which add spice to the ever
interesting though generally despised
pastime of pond scooping”. As they
sometimes turn up in flooded wheel
ruts, heavy war-time vehicles in the
Forest could have increased the habitat
for fairy shrimp.
Frank Lowther in his “Stone Curlew
Country” reported that the chalk down
haunts of the stone curlew or thick-knee
were now sadly depleted in numbers
and added “Gamekeepers agree that five
years of war and the tractor have driven
it to seek pastures new” and “Rolling
waves of green wheat and golden
charlock extend in every direction.
There is no stemming the tide.”
Cultivation of new ground for war-time
www.bna-naturalists.org

food production activates dormant seed
and W H Spreadbury writing from the
Surrey suburbs referred to the increased
abundance of the opium poppy during
both the 1914-18 war and the current
one. Writing in 1944 he says “In my
garden when I first came to New
Malden 15 years ago Opium Poppy was
an abundant weed” – that would have
been about 1930 when the land would
have been disturbed through the housing
boom of the 1930s.
Edith Grey Wheelwright introduced
“Medicinal Herbs in War-time” in
which she contrasted the situation with
the First World War when most of our
medicinal drugs and herb plants were
imported. This time round many were
supplied synthetically via chemical
laboratories and she also reported more
being grown in this country. However
she pointed out “we have not outgrown
our dependence upon the green world
for our medicines ....” but there were
new discoveries of sulphonamide drugs
and “the still newer arrival called
penicillin, believed to be a powerful
antiseptic ...”. She then went on to
outline a number of medicinal plants
and research from the John Innes
Horticultural Institute at Merton, south
London.
Recollections from travels pre-war
Others recollected memories from their
pre-war travels around Britain and so
covered our own flora and fauna
demonstrating that natural history is
always to be found wherever you are.
Eric Swann contributed “The Formation
of a Norfolk Salt-marsh” with its
specialised flora including samphire
(Salicornia) that makes a fine pickle to
help out war-time supplies, while “Sea
Lavender” gave his recollections on the
flora of the north Norfolk coast at its
best in July and August. Coastlines were
out-of-bounds in war-time and Swann
reflected: “When peace comes once
again it will be interesting to observe the
changes in the composition of the
seaside flora. Owing to the absence of
visitors, will the rarer plants have
become more abundant or will they have
suffered by unrestricted competition
with the commoner species?” And he
made another pertinent comment:
“Certainly the intensive cultivation
which Britain is now undergoing will

alter the flora considerably ....Fieldbotanists have many interesting
problems ahead.” There was little
notion then of the increased size and
scale of agricultural machinery and
agrochemicals on the farming industry
of the second half of the twentieth
century.
A Londoner, William Platt in his
“White Cliffs” recollected past holidays
on the Isle of Thanet in Kent and went
on to explain the geology of chalk and
wrote other articles on geology in later
issues helping people to read the rocks
and the landscape.
Nature in the black-out
Dark nights of the black-outs when
there were no raids or fires gave really
dark skies that we rarely have now due
to urban lighting, and those out doing
Home Guard duties (checking on
people’s black-out curtains or firewatching) were guided in enjoying the
night sky in various articles by M B B
Heath, a Fellow of the Royal
Astronomical Society. Such duties
could lead to boredom and natural
history came to the rescue. Moth
enthusiasts could no longer use light
traps at night but one article by R D
Anstead described opportunities to
catch moths in the light of search-lights
around Croydon airdrome.
Keep calm and carry on
Not everyone left London, in spite of
the bombing and the later doodlebugs or
flying bombs and rockets (V1 and V2s),
and much of life carried on as best it
could, following the good biological
example of adaptability bringing
survival. Birds were frequently
observed and proved a source of interest
and pleasure in towns.
The topic of gulls coming up the
Thames into London and moving to
grass and arable fields inland was
discussed. Back in the nineteenth
century Richard Jefferies living in
Surbiton in 1877 made no reference to
gulls in his Nature Near London apart
from “sea-gulls” at Eastbourne on the
Sussex coast. Rather later, W H Hudson
(1898) in Birds in London was aware of
the regular visitor status of blackheaded gulls in the central parks where
they “look to man for food”. In severe
winters like 1887-8 and 1892-3 great
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H Mytton highlighted the good
work of bees in pollination providing
for our fruits and vegetables as well as
honey production, calling them warworkers while G J Cooke was
encouraged by the editor to write about
our edible species of fungi.
“As hundreds of gulls flit by in the
A good deal of the copy of the warmornings and thousands return ...on the
time Country-Side was basic natural
evenings, it is hard to realise that the
history introducing readers to new
river has not always been a main
topics. Cooke wrote a general article on
highway for the passage of gulls and
fungi and how they are classified and F
that sixty years ago the occasional
J Sheldon wrote an introduction to
appearance of gulls in London caused
British grasses with illustrations by W
as great a stir among birdwatchers ...”
R Sherrin of the South London
Botanical Institute. Both of these
Bartlett mentions other species too,
included line drawings as did articles
herring and common gulls passing up
by C P Castell on mosses and ferns as
the Thames and gulls begging food as
well as an unillustrated one on “Spring
crowds emerged from the tube stations
flowers of our oakwoods”. I did know
in rush hour. London gulls were
C P Castell, initially through the
changing their habits according to new
Conchological Society of Great Britain
opportunities and they became major
and Ireland: he had a botany degree but
bread-eaters, something that Hudson
in the British Museum (Natural
did not approve of. The black-headed
History) he worked on fossil molluscs.
gulls kept the same hours as the
Living in Wimbledon he was one of the
Whitehall clerks but took off to the
reservoirs of Staines and Hammersmith members who stayed in London during
at night. But when St James’s Park was the war. A plea by the editor for
blitzed and closed to the public the gulls drawings brought out an article “The
Life Story of the Glow-worm” by Ray
also disappeared and they were
Palmer in 1944.
receiving smaller amounts of bread
from their patrons with war-time food
shortages.
numbers of gulls came up the Thames.
T L Bartlett as a firewatcher on the
chimney stacks of County Hall by
Westminster Bridge during World War
2 was well placed to observe birds on
the Thames and he comments:

A Look Back
“This and That” in the close of Volume
12 and the first issue of Volume 13
(December 1944) gave an opportunity
for Burkett to appraise progress
between the dark days of December
1941 following the London blitz to the
point when there was some hope of the
end to hostilities. He then shared some
of the background to the war-time
Country-Side: “I decided on my own
responsibility and contrary to the views
expressed by a majority of the Council
to make an effort to resuscitate
Country-Side I was quite prepared for
the venture to prove a failure. The
printer Mr Drewitt offered to share with
the Secretary any financial loss – in the
event no loss occurred”. Several articles
brought ideas and hopes for the future
and C P Castell highlighted a national
movement to set up nature reserves.
Naturalists were positive and looking
forward.
It was during the war years that the
foundation for the Field Studies Council
was made that led to the post-war
network of study centres around the
country that pioneered outdoor
residential education for schools and
colleges in biology and geography.
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Book Reviews

The Barn Owl: Guardian of the Countryside (2017) by Jeff R. Martin. Whittet Books. ISBN 978
1 873580 89 9. 249 pages. Hardback £30
Owls are a popular group of birds about which much has been written, including several previous
books on the barn owl, which is one of the most studied birds in the world, so do we need yet another
book? The answer in this case is yes for, in addition to his own extensive research, the author has also
drawn on the work of the world’s leading experts. The species has been around for a long time, the
modern genus Tyto appeared around 15 million years ago. The range of the barn owl Tyto alba
extends around large parts of the world and comprises some 36 subspecies, some of which are under
scrutiny to establish whether they are a race of Tyto alba or whether they are stand-alone species. The
book is divided into three parts containing a total of 12 chapters which provide a detailed discussion
of most aspects of the barn owl’s ecology, particularly its environment and prey. Lavishly illustrated
in colour, this is a first class addition to the literature on owls.
Bryan Sage
Bats (2017) by Phil Richardson.. Illustrated by Guy Troughton. Whittet Books (The British Natural
History Collection). ISBN-13: 978-1-873580-95-0. 138pp. Hardback. RRP £15.99.
Whittet Books are always very well illustrated and in addition to the artist Guy Troughton’s
excellent drawings and diagrams Frank Greenaway’s amazing, mostly flight colour photographs
add greatly to this completely revised new edition. (Guy started the series with Pat Morris’
‘Hedgehogs’ in 1983).
As well as being the perfect introduction to our bats, it is also the ideal reference guide for the
experienced field worker as well.
I have admitted before that new books on mammals are fascinating to me because they make me
realise just how out of date I have become since the endless hours of surveys with bat nets which
Clive Banks, Ralph Newton and I carried out in the 1970s. What was once always one species in my
formative years can, as in the case of the pipistrelle bat, become two with the new techniques and
technology used in detection to distinguish them.
The superb colour plate of the UK species facing page 75 has ‘Nathusius’ spelt with an ‘a’ instead of the middle ‘u’, but it is
correct in the index, and this is a striking page of portraits. Frank Greenaway’s photography captures the beauty of bats in flight
and at rest with a really superb selection for his magnificent portfolio.
Writing as one who once thought there was just one pipistrelle and one long-eared bat in the British Isles, it has certainly
brought me further up to date!
Michael Clark
Pine Martens (2017) by Johnny Birks. IIllustrated by Antony Griffiths. Whittet Books (The British
Natural History Collection). ISBN-13: 978-1-873580-32-5. 210pp. Hardback. RRP £15.99.
Terry Whitaker has embellished this brand new Whittet Book with wonderful colour photographs
devoted to pine martens where previously the martens were combined with stoats, weasels and
polecats in one volume. There is even a whole page of fifteen colour pictures of their scats which is
such a help when you are doing field work on the species.
The entertaining writing style that is the hallmark of Whittet books never strays away or distracts
from providing the latest scientific information on its subjects. For example, the extended details on
delayed implantation are an important addition to this volume. There is so much interesting new
information and historic research for the general reader that the book will be essential reading for
specialists and general readers alike. To me, one of the most exciting chapters is on their interactions
with other wildlife and how pine martens allowed the recovery of red squirrels in Ireland when pine
martens recolonized woodlands when the non-native grey squirrels mysteriously disappeared as the martens established
themselves. The red squirrels that had previously been pushed out by the greys made a welcome return, despite the continued
presence of pine martens.
There are masses of other interesting new accounts of pine martens in this outstanding new book on one of our most
appealing native mammals. It will be an invaluable reference to all who manage the countryside and do much to ensure their
return to being a rightfully widely distributed member of our fauna.
Michael Clark
www.bna-naturalists.org
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Book Reviews

A Guide to Britain’s Rarest Plants (2017), by Christopher J. Dixon. Pelagic Publishing. ISBN
978-1-78427-146-6. iv + 153 pp. Paperback. £19.99. Also available as an e-Publication: ISBN
978-1-78427-147-3.
This is a slim little volume, focusing only on 66 species of vascular plants (flowering plants, ferns
etc.) native to Britain (and excluding Ireland). As such, it is very selective, and it does not include
all species that we might consider rare. There is a very brief introduction, covering general
background, the coverage of the book, a note on identification, and a brief bit about legal issues and
plant protection. The rest of the book comprises single page or half-page pieces about each of the 66
selected plants, alongside a small UK map showing roughly where they occur, and a couple of
photos of the plant and its (or a similar) habitat. There is also a brief section at the back highlighting
some of the ‘critical’ groups of plants not covered in the rest of the book: eyebrights, brambles,
hawkweeds etc., among which he has put the helleborines, because they include highly localised rare
species, isolated genetically.
It is difficult to know who this book is aimed at. The introduction talks about the need for people to be able to identify our
wildlife, but most people are not likely to stumble over these plants. If it is for the ‘plant twitcher’, it doesn’t say so, and the
location details are, I am glad to say, mostly not overprecise.
His presentation of material is crisp and accurate enough, but doesn’t add much to what we might know from elsewhere.
Also, although he acknowledges that our understanding of all these rarities has depended on an awful lot of hard work over
decades by mostly amateur botanists in the UK, nowhere does he mention the main source of all this information: the Botanical
Society of Britain and Ireland, which is a pity.
Trevor J. James
On the Edge (2017) by Tim Gardiner. Brambleby Books. ISBN 9781908241535. 62pp. Papeback.
£5.60
Tim Gardiner’s latest book of haiku ‘On the Edge’ should appeal to visitors to the locations in the
Peak District that inspired these thought-provoking poems. I liked: “crimson petals/adorn the
well-dressing/old habits die hard”, which brings forth memories of well-dressing at Castleton with
a philosophical twist. I also liked the haiku referring to Dovedale, which implies a tale of lost love:
“Lovers’ Leap/hawthorn branches/break the fall.” One liners break the traditional form of a haiku as
do all of Tim’s poems, such as “sunset a shadow of my former self.”
As a writer of haiku myself who sticks to a 5-7-5 pattern of syllables in the three lines format, I feel
that breaking with tradition makes it easier to write good haiku, which Tim has successfully
achieved in this excellent collection of poems and photographs.
Tony Boniface
Geronimo the Grasshopper (2017) by Tim Gardiner. Essex Field Club. ISBN 0-905637-20-8
42pp.Softback £5.99 + £1.50 UK p & p. Order by email to timgardiner134@btinternet.com
The Essex Field Club has recently published 42 pages of colourful fun ‘Geronimo the
Grasshopper’with a forward by Jimmy Doherty (Jimmy’s Farm). Following the last book ‘The
Voyage of the Queenbee’, which was published by the Bumblebee Conservation Trust in 2016, this
second book details how Geronimo explores his surrounding environment. Will the skylark predate
him as he travels on his way? Will he win the Mould Medal in the Heathland Games? Poor
Geronimo has several close shaves as he ventures out into the countryside and we learn that life can be tough being a
grasshopper, but happily he also encounters friends along the way!
I particularly like the page entitled ‘A Bit About Grasshoppers’ which explains the biology of the insect in simple terms for
children to understand. An ideal book to read to 5-8 year olds with rather interesting and colourful illustrations by Dr. Andrea
D. Ellis that enhance the story for all to enjoy.
A great way for children to learn about grasshoppers. Another well thought out book by professional ecologist, Dr. Tim
Gardiner.
Endymion Beer
Offers to Readers of Country-Side
Order your copy of either Bats, Pine Martens or The Barn Owl: Guardian of the Countryside, and other volumes in the
Whittet Books’ British Natural History Collection at 25% discount with free p&p (in the UK). Visit
www.booksystemsplus.com and enter COUNTRY in the ‘vouchers code’ box at the checkout, or telephone 01440 706716
(mornings only please) asking for the Country-Side discount.
Order your copy of A Guide to Britain’s Rarest Plants at 25% discount. Visit www.pelagicpublishing.com and enter the
discount code COUNTRYSIDE. (Offer valid until 30th September 2018).
Order your copy of Geronimo the Grasshopper at £5.50 + p&p (£1.50 in UK) by emailing timgardiner134@btinternet.com
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